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Two Sides of Faith 
 

Faith is not “blind.”  While faith is believing that which cannot be seen or proven, Christian Faith is 

reasonable. Christian Faith is grounded in a real-world history and verified by eye-witnesses whose 

character give credibility. Christian Faith is consistent with the issues of real life; it offers both a reason 

for the awful things in this world and a hope for the world to be made new. 
 

Thinking of Christian Faith in these ways tends toward what we believe –– dogmas and doctrine –– the 

more intellectual side of faith. This is important because, again, Christian Faith is not blind. Our faith is 

not in “faith” itself. We have an object of faith: Jesus Christ mediated through His Church. 
 

Yet there is another side of faith. If one side of faith is what we believe, the other side of faith is what we 

do. It is vitally important to believe right things. Wrong thinking will lead to wrong choices. 
 

Conversely, right thinking––if truly embraced––will lead to right choices. Of course it is possible to 

“know” the right and not do it. Scripture gives multiple warnings about this. Perhaps the most well-known 

is found in the letter of St James: Be doers of the word, and not hearers only, deceiving yourselves. 

For if anyone is a hearer of the word and not a doer, he is like a man who observes his natural face 

in a mirror; for he observes himself and goes away and at once forgets what he was like (1:22–24). 

And also from James: What does it profit, my brethren, if a man says he has faith but has not works? 

....Can his faith save him? So faith by itself, if it has no works, is dead. But someone will say, "You 

have faith and I have works." Show me your faith apart from your works, and I by my works will 

show you my faith. You believe that God is one; you do well. Even the demons believe––and 

shudder (2:14, 17–19). 
 

The reason we give careful attention to what we believe is to be able to give 

careful deliberation to what we do. Going to church for an hour or so on the 

weekend, but then going into the week and living our lives––making our 

choices and expressing attitudes––mostly like people who make no claim to 

committed Christian Faith is fooling no one (except possibly those doing 

such an inconsistent thing). 
 

Christian Faith is to be believed, yes.... but Christian Faith is most of all to 

be lived. And this touches all of life.... values, relationships, budgets, time 

management, etc.  In other words, all we do. 

 
 


